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Oracle Database Appliance
Take advantage of the optimized, ready-to-run Oracle Database Appliance.

Fast Facts
At MiCORE, we help companies 
optimize data management 
practices to deliver actionable 
intelligence and drive better 
business decisions.

• Founded in 2008

• Headquartered in  
Reston, Virginia

• Established by former Oracle 
consulting professionals

• Oracle Certified Partner

• GSA Schedule IT/70,  
Contract Number GS35F0359

Overview
An Oracle Gold Partner, MiCORE was among the first to create, implement and manage  
Oracle Database Appliance (ODA) solutions. Its all-in-one hardware, software, servers, storage, 
networking and high availability database capabilities provide a comprehensive solution for 
companies looking to optimize their technology investment.

Simple. Reliable. Affordable.
From acquisition, architecture and concept design to on-going management, MiCORE’s 
expertise covers the full spectrum of Oracle Database Appliance services. These highly
available virtualized platforms provide exceptional performance—and the added bonus of
pay-as-you-grow licensing for maximum flexibility.

MiCORE Engineered Services
We can minimize risk by managing your CPU core sizing and associated licensing,  
the upgrade, migration and consolidation of databases as well as provide ongoing support  
to augment your existing staff. 

Our high-value services which complement your new platform initiatives or legacy platform 
migration include:

Database Architecture Assessment for Oracle Appliance Adoption

•  Oracle Database Appliance architecture, design and configuration recommendation
•  Oracle backup and recovery recommendation
•  Oracle CPU core software licensing recommendation

Oracle Database Appliance Quick Start

•  Hardware, network and deployment blueprint
•  Oracle Database build and configuration specific to your application needs
•  Oracle Database backup and recovery implementations using RMAN

Oracle Database Appliance Migration Services

•  Oracle Data Guard blue printed deployment and configuration
•  Database upgrade and migration services for the ODA
•  Oracle Database Appliance disaster site replication

The Oracle Database 

Appliance (ODA) 

saves time and 

money by simplifying 

deployment, 

maintenance, and 

support of high 

availability database 

solutions.
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MiCORE’s 5-Phase ODA Implementation Cycle
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“MiCORE helped us 
re-architect our Oracle 
environments, leveraging 
the Database Appliance 
for our core application.  
By leveraging Engineered 
Systems we were able 
eliminate our commodity 
hardware and free up 
existing licenses.
Through the years 
MiCORE has become not 
only our trusted advisors, 
they have become a part 
of our team.”

 
VP of Applications and 

Information Systems at 
FedBid, Inc.

Get the attention your business demands from professionals you can trust.
By skillfully blending our extensive technical knowledge and experience with industry best 
practices, we can deliver services and solutions that meet your specific business requirements. 
But we take it a step further. We work hard to earn your trust and understand your challenges so 
that you get a solution that not only works, it works for you.  

Get in touch with one of our experts today!

Architect
Our discovery analysis process will provide you with metrics showing proof of value in real time, 
as well as cost savings around operations, application performance, availability, maintenance 
and growth.

Deploy

As your partner, we will capture the needs of your business and deliver a plan for network
configuration, rack space configuration, installation of the Oracle Database Appliance and  
Oracle Database creation.

Migrate

Migrating the existing database to the new ODA platform will be executed and fully supported  
by our team of experts—and any potential high-risk points will be identified.

Optimize

Once your new ODA platform is up and running, we will optimize the new environment for  
database performance and establish benchmarks relevant to your operational goals and  
Oracle best practices, such as workload management, backup/recovery and disaster recovery.

Maintain

A full team of MiCORE experts, experienced with the Oracle Database Appliance, will provide 
ongoing database monitoring, holistic reviews and patch management.


